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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a topological space X and a group G acting on X, one often needs to study the 
subspace Xc of X consisting of all points fixed by the action of G. It is a standard method in 
equivariant algebraic topology to compare the fixed points XG with another related space, 
the homotopy fixed points space X hG = Map(EG+, X)G. There is a map y : XG + XhG, and 
a spectral sequence whose E2-term is given in terms of the cohomology groups of G with 
coefficients in the homotopy groups of X, which abuts to the homotopy groups of XhG, and 
which provides a means for computing these groups. Understanding the conditions under 
which the map y is a homotopy equivalence, is called here the homotopy descent problem for 
the action of G on X (sometimes it is also called the homotopy limit problem). The 
Atiyah-Segal completion theorem, the Segal conjecture, the Sullivan conjecture and the 
Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjectures can be described as homotopy descent problems [7,22]. 
In this paper we consider the homotopy descent problem for the action of the finite 
subgroups of the circle group T on the topological Hochschild homology space THH(R) 
associated to a ring R. THH(R) is an infinite loop space (or spectrum) which is defined as 
the geometric realization of a cyclic space, and therefore carries a natural action of T. One 
can then consider the action of the finite cyclic subgroup C, of order a on THH(R). The 
main result of this article shows that, if for some prime p the map 
yp : THH(R)C~ --f THH(R)hC~ 
induces isomorphisms on p-adically completed homotopy groups fiz( .) in some range, then 
the same is true for the maps 
yp”: THH(R)C~” --t THH(R)hC~” for all n > 2. 
The above result is supported by calculations of [5, 14,20,24]: For R = IF,. (finite 
fields), R = Z, or R = Z, (p-adic integers), it is shown that the map yp induces isomorphisms 
on p-adically completed homotopy groups 72:( .) for all * > 0. It then follows from the 
results of this paper that the same is true for the maps yp”. Using these results and an 
inductive scheme for the computation of differentials in the homotopy fixed point spectral 
sequences which was expounded in [23], we have computed in [24] the differentials in the 
mod p homotopy fixed point spectral sequences for THH(E)hCp-, and thereupon computed 
the modp homotopy groups of THH(@+ for all n 2 1. This answers a question posed by 
Carlson in [S, Problem IV], and verifies a conjecture in [S, Conjecture 4.31. Assuming the 
structure of these differentials, Blikstedt and Madsen have determined the p-adic comple- 
tion of TC@,), which is equivalent o the p-adic completion of K@,). So, in conclusion, our 
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result plays an important role in the calculation of the p-adic completion of the algebraic 
K-theory of the p-adic integers. Our proof follows the pattern of Carlson’s argument and 
relies on a general result (extending a theorem of [9]) about inverse limits of spectra which 
we prove in Section 6. 
Notation. We will use %‘” to denote the category of based spaces of the homotopy type of 
a CW-complex. Throughout this paper the word “space” will mean a space in -Iy: All maps 
and all homotopies are assumed to be based unless otherwise stated. When there is a group 
G acting, then a “G-space” will mean a based G-space of the homotopy type of a G-CW 
complex; the category of such spaces will be denoted by ?Vk. The base points are always 
assumed to be fixed by the action of G, and they are generically denoted by *. G-maps and 
G-homotopies are also assumed to be based. If X and Y are two G-spaces, then we always 
consider the smash product X A Y as a G-space with the “diagonal” action: 
g(xAy) = gx Agy. Dually, the mapping space Map(X, Y) is always endowed with the 
conjugation action, i.e., (gf)(x) = af( g-lx) for eachf: X -+ Y. These actions are implicitly 
assumed even when not mentioned. Limits and homotopy limits of G-spaces will always 
carry the induced G-actions. 
2. TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY 
Here we describe briefly the construction of the topological Hochschild homology 
spectrum due to Bokstedt [3]. For more details on these constructions ee also [13]. 
Afunctor with smash product (FSP) is a functor F from the category of finite simplicial 
sets to the category of based spaces, together with two natural transformations 
p: F(X.) A F(Y.) -+ F(X. A Y.), and 1: 1X.1 -+ F(X,) satisfying the following two condi- 
tions: (i) p is associative: po(id Ap) = po(p A id), and (ii) 1 is a two-sided unit for 
p: p 0 (1 A id) = id = p 0 (id A 1) = id. The FSP F is called commutative if p 0 T = F(T) 0 p 
where T : X A Y -+ Y A X is the switch map T(x A y) = y A x. By evaluating a functor with 
smash product at spheres S:, n = 0, 1, . . . , one gets a ring spectrum which associative and 
unital in a strong sense, see [13, Definition 1.51. Throughout this article, we are using the 
following models for simplical and topological spheres: S: is the smash product of 
n copies of S! = A[l]/aA[l], whereas the topological n-sphere S” = 1 Si 1 z 1 Sf 1 A 1 St I 
A ... A I St I. The symmetric group 6, acts on the sphere S: (resp. S”) by permuting the 
n-copies of St (resp. S’). The spaces F(n) = F(S:) together with the maps 
a”:S’AF(n)----+ lAid F(St)AF(S:):F(S,‘AS:)= F(n+ 1) 
define the ring spectrum mentioned above. The following hypothesis will be assumed for the 
associative ring spectra F used in this article; it ensures that the topological Hochschild 
homology spectrum of F has the “right” homotopy type. This hypothesis is satisfied by the 
usual examples. Regarding the equiconnectivity condition, we mention that the geometric 
realization of a simplicial set is a CW-complex and hence LEC. 
Hypothesis 2.1. For each n E N, (i) F(n) is an (n - 1)-connected, locally equiconnected 
(UC) space, and (ii) the structure map rs”: S’ A F(n) + F(n + 1) is (2n - c)-connected for 
some constant c. 
The topological Hochschild homology spectrum THH(F) of an FSP F is the realization 
of a cyclic Q-spectrum THH,(F) whose spectrum of “q-simplices” THH,(F) is equivalent o 
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the smash product of q + l-copies of the spectrum F, and whose degeneracy and face maps 
are defined by means of the multiplication and unit of the ring spectrum F in formally the 
same way as for the algebraic Hochschild homology construction. Recall that a cyclic 
spectrum E, is a cyclic object in the category of spectra, namely, E, consists of: (i) a cyclic 
space E,(n), and (ii) cyclic structure maps 0:: S’AE,(n)+E,(n+ l)foreachnEN.Foreach 
q E N, the spaces E,(n) and the maps ai : S’ A E,(n) + E&n + 1) define a spectrum E,. E, will 
be called a cyclic Q-spectrum (resp. a cyclic connective spectrum) if each E, is an R-spectrum 
(resp. a connective spectrum). We call E, a “good” cyclic spectrum if for each n E N the space 
E,(n) is a good simplicial space in the sense of [21, Definition A.41, namely, if the degeneracy 
maps of E,(n) are cofibrations. 
Let .f be the skeletal subcategory of the category of finite sets and injections whose 
objects are the finite sets of the form n = { 1,2, . , n}, and the morphisms are the injections 
of such sets. Let N be the subcategory of 9 with the same objects as 9, but whose 
morphisms are only the inclusions. For each positive integer q, P will denote the product of 
q copies of the category 9. Given an object p = (no, nl, . . . , nq)e9q+1 and a based space 
X we write 
F,@; X] = Map(S”O A ... A S”e, X A F(n,,)A ... A F(n,)) 
for the set of based maps considered itself as a based space with the compact-open topology. 
Using the defining properties of an FSP one verifies that, for fixed X, the above formula 
defines a functor Fq [. ; X] : yq+ ’ + w since clearly Fq[~; X] is of the homotopy type of 
a CW complex. Furthermore, since the smash product of two LEC spaces is LEC [ 15, Proof 
of L,emma 2.11, and since the space Map(C, Y) is LEC when Y is LEC and C compact, it 
follows that F,Cp; X] is a LEC space whenever X is LEC. One then defines 
THH,(F; X) = hocolim(qE9 q+l 1 4L9 F n. X]. The homotopy colimit is the realization of 
a “good” simplicial space and so [S, Proposition A.l(i)] the space THH,(F; X) has the 
homotopy type of a CW complex. Furthermore, since the wedge sum of LEC spaces is LEC 
as follows from [15, Theorem 2.31, and since the geometric realization of a simplicial LEC 
space is also LEC [1.5, Corollary 2.4(b)], it follows that the space TNH,(F; X) is 
LEC whenever X is LEC. 
‘The assignment [q] H THH,(F; X) defines a cyclic space. The structure maps di, Si, t, 
of this cyclic space are defined using the multiplication and the unit of the FSP F (see [13]). 
When X is LEC, the degeneracy maps Si of THH,(F; X) are cofibrations. This is true for 
every simplicial space X, for which X, is LEC for each q E N; this follows from the fact [ 15, 
Lemma 3.11 that if j: A + Y is the inclusion of a retract A of a LEC space Y, then j is 
a cofibration. So, at least when X is LEC, THH,(F; X) is a “good” cyclic space. If Y is 
another space, then one can define a cyclic map 
CJ. : Y A THH(F; X), + THH(F; X A Y ). 
The component in dimension q of the map CJ. is defined to be the composite in the following 
diagram: 
Y A THH,(F; X) = Y A hocolimF, [n; X] 5 hocolim Y A Fq [c; X] 
09 
I I 
THH,(F; X A Y) IIIII hocolim Fqb; X A Y] 
where the unlabelled map in the above diagram is defined using the standard map 
Y/I Map(2; X) --+ Map(Z; X A Y). One then gets a cyclic spectrum n H THH,(F; S”) with 
structure maps the cyclic maps CJ. defined above. 
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Let THH(F; X) denote the geometric realization of the cyclic space THH,(F; X) and let 
cr = ) 0.1 be the geometric realization of the cyclic maps cr.. The topologicaE Hochschild 
homology spectrum THH(F) of the associative ring spectrum F is the spectrum 
n H THH(F; S*) with structure maps the maps o defined above. The next lemma identifies 
the spectrum n H THH,(n) = THHJF; S”). 
LEMMA 2.2 (Bokstedt) [3, 13 (Lemma 3.1)]. Let @:X4+’ + 96’” be a functor with the 
property that, for a morphism i : 9 = (Ilo, . . . , i,) -+ m = (m,, . . . , mq) in Yq+ ‘, the connect- 
ivity of the map Q(i):@@ + @@I) tends to 00 uniformly when n = 1 ni + 03. Then the 
inclusion hocolim,,+l@ + hocolim,,,+l Q, is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
It follows from Hypothesis 2.1 that the functor 2 H FqCp; X] satisfies the hypothesis of 
the above lemma. Therefore, the inclusion 
hocolimFq b; X] -+ hocolimFq &; X] 
nrhY’f’ ilcq+ 
is a homotopy equivalence. This means that, in the definition of the spectrum THH,(F) one 
can replace the category Y with its subcategory N; but then one just gets formulas turning 
the (q + 1)-fold smash product spectrum F A F ... A F into an Q-spectrum. 
The geometric realization of a good and connective cyclic spectrum is a connective 
R-spectrum; this applies to THH(F). Furthermore, there is a first quadrant spectral 
sequence with 
E;,, = $(FAq) == $+,(THH(F)) 
converging to the homotopy groups of THH(F) [3]. 
LEMMA 2.3. THH(F) is a connective Q-spectrum. When F is offinite type, then THH(F) is 
also of$nite type. 
The geometric realization of a cyclic space admits a natural action of the circle group U. 
This means that n H THH(F; Sn) defines a spectrum with U-action (or, otherwise called 
a “naive” U-spectrum). We will be interested in the fixed points of the spectrum THH(F) for 
the action of the cyclic subgroups C, (#C, = a) of 8. The following theorem is the main 
result of this article: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F be a connective associative ring spectrum offinite type, and let p be 
a prime number. If the descent map 
yP : THH(F)Cp + THH(F)hCp 
induces isomorphisms on p-adically completed homotopy groups in some range (i.e. on all 
I?“, with * 2 v where v is some integer or possibly -CO), then the same is true for the 
corresponding maps yP” for all n > 2. 
3. EQUIVARIANT HOMOTOPY THEORY 
We recall here some definitions and constructions from [9, 163 relating to equivariant 
stable homotopy theory. A G-spectrum KG consists of: (a) a G-space K,( I’) of the homotopy 
type of a G-CW complex for each representation I/ of G, and (b) a G-equivariant map 
cr : CW-“KG( I’) -+ K,(W) whenever V s W. When G is ajnite group, it is enough to know 
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the G-spaces KG(n) = K&RG), and the G-maps 0’ : ZRGKG(hRG) -P &((I + 1)RG) for 
each positive integer I, where RG denotes the real regular representation of G; one can then 
“extend” the spectrum to all G-representations. A map of G-spectraf: KG + LG is a collec- 
tion of G-mapsf: KG(V) + L,(V), which are compatible with the structure maps c. A weak 
map of G-spectraf: KG + LG is a collection of G-mapsf: K,(V) -+ LG( V) which are compat- 
ible up to G-homotopy with the structure maps 0. 
When G be a finite group, and H a normal subgroup of G, then R(G/H) r (RG)H. The 
geometricfixed point spectrum QHKG of a G-spectrum Kc is the G/H-spectrum with spaces 
(mHK,)(AR(GIH)) = (KG(~~G)) H, and structure maps 
~RcG’H’(@HKG)(J.lR(G/H)) E (C”“KG(/ZRG))H 
KG((A + l)RG)H = (VKG)((l + l)R(G/H)). 
where in the above diagram CJ denotes the structure map of the G-spectrum KG. 
A G-spectrum is called an R-G-spectrum if the adjoints 6: KG(V) + SZW-VKG(W) of the 
structure maps 0 are G-homotopy equivalences. To every G-spectrum KG one can associate 
an R-G-spectrum QKG. For an Q-G-spectrum KG and a closed subgroup H of G, one defines 
the H-jxed point spectrum KE of KG to be the (non-equivariant) spectrum n H KG(Rn)H, 
with structure maps # where r~ denotes the structure maps of KG. Then Kg is a naive 
R-spectrum with W(H)-action, where W(H) = N(H)/H denotes the Weyl group of H. If 
KG is a G-spectrum, one defines the H-fixed point spectrum Kz = (QKG)H. 
For the remaining part of this section, G will always denote a finite group, and 
KG a G-spectrum. The G-homology and the G-cohomology theories represented by KG can 
be combined into a “bi-theory” as in [9]. This “bi-theory” associates to each G-CW 
complexes X, Y, with X finite, and each 8 E E, an abelian group 
I 3 [SAW’ A X, KG(ARG) A SL A Y]G when f 2 0 A 
K/,(X; Y) = 
i 
lim [S”“G A S’ A X, KG(IlRG) A Y]G when c! < 0 
1 
where the structure maps in the above direct limits are induced by the structure maps c of 
the spectrum KG. When Y = So, KF(X; So) are the cohomology groups of X, for the 
G-cohomology theory reprersented by the G-spectrum KG, and, dually, when X = So, 
KY(Y) EE K;*(S’; Y) are the homology groups of Y, for the G-equivariant homology 
theory represented by the G-spectrum KG. 
When X is not a finite G-CW complex then one defines 
K;(X; Y) = @K&(X,; Y), Ed Z, 
a 
where X, c X runs over all finite G-subcomplexes ofX, and the structure maps in the above 
inverse limit are induced by the inclusions X, E X, of G-CW sub-complexes of X. Notice 
that when X is not finite, then the cohomology groups KE(X; Y) are not in general the same 
as the homotopy groups 
7~: Map(X, KG A Y)’ z [S’AX; Q(KGA Y)]G. 
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Instead, there is a Milnor short exact sequence 
O+R’l@Ki-‘(K,; Y)+$Map(X,Q(KGAY))G+l&KL(X,; Y)+O. 
0: OL 
Hypothesis 3.1. The abelian groups KT;(X; Y) are finitely generated when X is a finite 
G-CW complex. 
Let now G be a p-group. When X is a finite G-CW complex, then R’,(X; Y) will denote 
the p-adic completion of the group KL(X; Y), but when X is infinite then 
R$(X; Y) = li&?;(x,; Y). 
a 
So, when the pair (KG, Y) satisfies hypothesis 3.1, then &6(X; Y) r Kk(X; Y) 0 E, for finite 
X, and for general X we have 
R$(X; Y) = li&$(X,; Y) z lim(K;(X,; Y) @ 2,). 
0: a 
Dejnitions 3.2. A family 9 of subgroups of G is a collection of subgroups of G closed 
under conjugacy and under passing to subgroups. Examples of families that we will be using 
are (i) the trivial family e = {e>, (ii) the family g:c of all proper subgroups of G, and (iii) the 
family &G of all subgroups of G. A G-map f:X + Y is called an R-equivalence, if 
f” : XH + YH is a homotopy equivalence for each HE 9. In particular, a G-space X will be 
called B-contractible, if the unique G-mapf: X -+ * is an F-equivalence. Thus, a space is 
e-contractible, if and only if, it is non-equivariantly contractible. A functor h : %%$ + %? from 
the category %?&G of based G-CW complexes to some abelian category % is called 9- 
invariant, if it takes F-equivalences in ^ ly^c to isomorphisms in V. Moreover, h will be called 
9-injective, if it takes 8-equivalences in WG monomorphisms in w. A universal space E9 
for the family 9 is a G-CW complex with the property that the fixed point space (E9)H is 
contractible when HE 9, and it is empty when H 6 9. 
For any G-CW complex X the G-map p Aidx: E& AX + So AX = X is an R-equi- 
valence, since the map p: E9+ + So is an F-equivalence. We will denote by Es the 
homotopy cofiber of p. It is an 9-contractible space. When 9 = e = {e}, the trivial family, 
then E(e) = EG, a free G-CW complex which is non-equivariantly contractible. 
LEMMA 3.3 (Adams et al. [2]). Let F :%?wG -+ %? be a contravariant fun&or which is 
&G-invariant. Then F is P-invariant if and only if the map F(p A id) : F(X) + F(E& AX) is 
an isomorphism in %7 for each G-CW complex X. 
The G-map h : EG + + So induces a map of G-function spectra 
Map(h; id): QKG = Map(S’, QKJ + Map(EG+, QKG), 
and, after taking fixed points, a map of non-equivariant spectra 
YG = Map(h; id)G: Kg E (QKG)G + Map(EG+, QKo)G. 
The spectrum Map(EG+, QKG)’ is called the G-homotopyJixed point spectrum of KG and it 
is denoted by KkG. The study of the map YG, and the conditions under which it is an 
equivalence is called the homotopy descent (limit) problem for KG [22,6]. In the next section 
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we will consider the homotopy limit problem for certain G-spectra KG with G = C,., and we 
will study the behaviour of the map yo: Kg + KkG on p-adically completed homotopy 
groups 
(+G)* : AS, (K;) -+ 72; (K;‘). 
Since, as we will see in the next section the pairs (KG, So) satisfy Hypothesis 3.1, we have that 
$(Kz) z nT(Kz) @ f,, and, in accord with our conventions, 
@(KkG) = 72; Map(EG+, QKo)G = li~&$ Map(EG’$, QKG)G @ f,), 
a 
where EG’“’ runs through all finite G-subcomplexes of EG. 
One can rephrase the homotopy limit problem in terms of e-invariance of cohomology 
theories. For each 8 E H, the functors KL are I?& both &c-invariant. When, however, KL is 
an e-invariant functor (resp. an e-injective functor), then applying Lemma 3.3 with X = So, 
one gets that the map h’ : K/,(S’) -+ KG(EG+) is an isomorphism (resp. a monomorphism). 
Since h’ is identified with the map 
we see that K& being e-invariant (resp. e-injective) implies that (y&p is an isomorphism 
(resp. a monomorphism). By the same argument, it follows that if the factor l?‘, is 
e-invariant (resp. e-injective), then ($)_/ is an isomorphism (resp. a monomorphism). 
Let now H be a subgroup of G, and let KG_1H denote the H-spectrum defined by KG by 
forgetting the remaining action of G. Recall that if r = [G: H], then KGJH 
(rARH) = KG(IRG)Ja. For the cohomology groups defined by the H-spectrum KGJH 
one has 
(KGJ.H)‘(X; Y) g 3 [PRH AX, Ko(A[WG)JH A S’ A Y]H 
a 
for all H-complexes X, Y with X finite. For general X, according to our conventions 
(K~ltd*(X; Y)= @(KG~H)*(X~; Y). 
LEMMA 3.4 (Adams [l, Section 51). There are isomorphisms,jiunctorial in both X and Y, 
(4 KE(G+ AHX; Y) 2 (KGJH)*(X; YLJ 
tb) G(X;G+AHY) g (KG~H)*(~~H; Y). 
X in (a) and Y in (b) need only be H-complexes. The above formulas imply the corresponding 
statements for the p-adically completed theories I?: and (RGJH)*. 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that if f: KG + LG is a map of G-spectra which is an 
equivalence, then for all G-CW complexes X and Y,finduces isomorphisms of cohomology 
groups (resp. p-adically completed cohomology groups) 
f, : KF(X; Y) -+ Lz(X; Y) (resp. f* : I?d(X; Y) + J?~(X; Y)), 
4. EQUIVARIANT PROPERTIES OF TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY 
If G is any group and Y a G-space, then there is an induced G-action on the space 
THHJF; Y) = hcx$rn Map(S”O A ... A Ss, Y A F(n,) A ... A F(n,)) 
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and, consequently, also on THH(F, Y) = 1 THH,(F, Y)l. If X is another G-space then the 
cyclic map 0. : X A THH.(F, Y) + THH.(F; X A Y) is moreover G-equivariant since it is 
induced by the G-equivariant maps X A Map(Z, Y) + Map(Z, X A Y). It follows that, if 
G is any compact Lie group, the assignment V H THH(F; S”), I/ a G-representation, 
defines a G-spectrum. This spectrum has an extra U-action coming from the cyclic structure 
of the space THH(F; X). When G E U, one can combine the two actions as follows. Let 
U(l), U(2) be two copies of the circle group, and let U be the diagonal of the product 
U(1) x U(2). Of course, U is just another copy of the circle group. For each U(l)-space Y, the 
space THH(F; Y) admits a U(1) x U(2) action, where U(1) acts via its action on Y, and the 
action of U(2) is due to the cyclic structure of THH(F; Y). Let THr(F; Y) denote 
the U-space THH(F; Y)Jr. If X is another U-space, then the maps 
a:XA THr(F; Y) + THr(F; XA Y) 
are U-equivariant. It follows that the assignment T/ H TH,(V) = THr(F; S”) defines 
a U-spectrum THr(F). 
Let now C, c U be the cyclic subgroup of the circle of order a. For each C,-space Y the 
space 
TH,(F; X), = ho;zhrn Map((PA ... AS”q)“‘, Y A @‘@,,)A ... AF(n,))““) 
is provided with the action of C, induced by the action of C, on Y and by the permutation 
action of C, on XAa = XA ... AX. One gets a simplicial C,-space [q] H TS(F; Y),. 
When Y has the trivial action of C,, then the simplicial space TH&‘; Y). is the u-fold 
edgewise subdivision sd,(THH(F; X),) of the simplicial space THH(F; Y), [4]. If Y is 
a C,-LEC space (as for example when Y = S” with I/ any G-representation), then for each 
qE N, the space THc-JF), is G-LEC and, therefore [15, Section 43, the simplicial C,-space 
T&(F; Y), is “C,-good”, that is, its degeneracy maps are C,-cofibrations. 
The geometric realization TH,(F; Y) of the simplicial C,-space TH,(F; Y), is a 
C,-space. If X is another C,-space, then the maps 
o : X A I-H@; Y) -+ THcJF; X A Y) 
are C,-equivariant. It follows that the assignment ARC, H THc,(A) = THc_(F; SRca) 
defines a C,-spectrum TH,(F). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For each jinite cyclic group C, c U, and each U-space X, there is 
a C,-homotopy equivalence 
6 : Tfk.(F; XL,) + TWF; WC. 
which is functorial in X and F. 
Proof The space TH,JF; XJc,) is the geometric realization of the simplicial Co-space 
[q - 1] H hocolim Map((P A ... A S”g-l) A ‘, Xl,-. A (F(nO) A ... A F(n,_ 1)) A “) 
9Q 
where the action of C, is induced by its action on the mapping spaces. On the other hand, it 
follows from subdivision theory [4, section l] that the space THr(F; X)& is the geometric 
realization of a simplicial space with 
[q - l] H hocolim Map((S”OA e.. AS”aq-l, XJc, A F(no)A ... AF(n,,_,)). 
V-*1 
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The action of C, on this last homotopy colimit is induced by the permutation action of 
C, on (yq)a and the conjugation action on the mapping spaces. 
Now 8, is the geometric realization of a simplicial map 0. whose component in degree 
q - 1, that is 8,_ 1, is induced by the inclusion of the category yq as the “diagonal” in (y”)“, 
and the evident inclusion transformation of mapping spaces. It follows that on Co-fixed 
point sets 
I92 : TH,(F; XJcJ”~ + (TH,(F; X)JJ. 
is a homeomorphism. Let now Cb be any subgroup of C,. Then 02 is the geometric 
realization of the maps 
hocolim Map(((S”O A ... A S’ml) A ‘I”) Ab; X& A (F(nO) A ... A F(n,_ 1)) A”‘b) Ab)Cb 
P’ 
1 
=h or- I 
hocolim Map((S”o A ... 
(9q)“‘b 
AS”q+l)Ab, X& A (F(n,,)A ... AF(nqojb- J) “b)Ch 
It is clear that f$_i becomes a homotopy equivalence when one replaces the indexing 
category 9 with its subcategory N; because then (kJq)“‘b is a filtering category and 
Nq = A((F+Jq)“lb) is a cofinal subcategory. The proposition therefore follows from Lemma 2.2 
and the next lemma; notice that both domain and range of 0$!_ 1 are homotopy colimits of 
functors of the type referred to in the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. For each b 1 a, and each Cb-space X, the functor 
@(no, . . . ,n,) = Map((S”“A ... AP)““; X A (F(no)A ... AF(nq_l))A“)Cb 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2. 
Proof of the lemma. For simplicity, we assume that q = 0 and X = So; the general case is 
similar. We will show that for m 2 n the composite homomorphism &o yip in the following 
diagram 
[S’ A (S”) “a, F(n) Aa]c, 5 [S” A (9’) Aa, Q(*-“)‘~(m-“)“F(n) Aa]c, 
1 I 
z 
[S’ A (Sm)Aa, F(m)““lc, z [S’ A (S”‘) A“, (S”‘-” A F(n)) “]ch 
is an isomorphism for all L < n - c for some constant c. Let I’ = IR(“-“)~ and Y = F(n) “‘. 
From the equivariant Freudenthal suspension theorem [l 1, Ch. 2, Theorem 2.101 it follows 
that, for each C, G Cb the map 
$7 : y c, -+ (R”CV Y)Cr 
is an v(C,)-equivalence if v(C) satisfies the following two conditions: (i) v(C) < 
2 conn(Yc) - 1, and (ii) v(C) < conn(YC8) - 1 for each C,s C, C Cb. But conn(YCr) = 
conn(F(n) Aa’r) = na/r - 1, and therefore @ is a (2na/r - 3)-equivalence. To estimate the L, 
one can now apply the following lemma from [ll, Ch. 2, Proposition 2.61: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a Jinite group, X a G-CW-complex, and f: Y -+ Z a G-equivariant 
map such that for each H E G, the map f” : YH -+ ZH is a v(H)-equivalence. Then the map 
f, : [X, Y]o + [X, Zlc is a surjection (rep. a bijection) if dim(XH) d v(H) (resp. 
dim(XH) < v(H)) for all H c G. 
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So, Q is an isomorphism as long as dim(S A S”a)C, = dim(S’ A P”‘) = k’ + na/r is less 
that v(C) = 2na/r - 3, that is, for e < na/r - 3. Concerning the homomorphism it, notice 
that c = (a”*m) ““. It follows from Hypothesis 2.1 that conn(Sm-n A F(n)) = m - 1, and 
CJ”‘~: S”-” A F(n) -+ F(m) is an m + n - d-equivalence for come constant d. Consequently, 
for each C, E Cb the map cc, is an (ma/r + n - d)-equivalence. So by Lemma 4.3, we get that 
& is an isomorphism when 
dim(S’ A Sma)‘, = e + ma/r < ma/r + n - d 
i.e. for e < n - d. It follows that i$o ylI is an isomorphism for all e 6 n - c with c a constant 
(i.e. a number not depending on n), and this concludes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.3.1. For each finite cyclic group C, c V there is an equivalence of CO- 
spectra 8,: TH,(F) -+ TH,(F)& which is jiinctorial in F. 
LEMMA 4.4. For each 1~ N, the space THc,(A) = TH,-JF; SLRca) has the homotopy type of 
a C,-CW complex. Moreover, THca(F) is an R-CO-spectrum, i.e. the maps 
$” : TH,(A) + RRC.THc,(A. + 1) 
are C,-homotopy equivalences for all I E N. 
Proo$ The first part of the lemma follows from the fact that both homotopy colimit and 
“good” realization preserve CW-homotopy types. Concerning the second part of the 
lemma, notice that the range of the map & is a space of the form Map (S”‘a, ) [q] I--+ 
hocolim,,+l Map( . . . )I). Applying [S, Lemma 1.43, one can replace the above space with 
1 [q] H Map(SRCa, hocolim Map( ‘.. ))I. 
$*+I 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that one can replace the category 9 with its subcategory N in 
both domain and range of the map a”. But then one can restrict even more to the diagonal 
subcategory of Nq+ i, which is cofinal in Nq+ ’ and which is isomorphic to the category N of 
natural numbers. Using now the fact that a homotopy colimit indexed by the category N is 
equivalent to the respective telescope construction one can commute the functor 
Map(SRCa, * )with the homotopy colimit, and then one is reduced to showing that “smashing 
with the identity” Swca + S”‘a induces a C,-homotopy equivalence on homotopy colimits 
hocolim Map((S” A ... AS”) “O, S”“‘a A (F(n) A ... A F(n)) “‘) 
nsN 
I 
hocolim Map(SRCa A (s” A ... AS”) Aa, S”‘a A S”“‘” A (F(n) A ... A F(n)) “‘) 
neN 
Let now X = (S” A ... A S”)Aa, Y = S”“‘a A (F(n)A ... A F(n))““. Then z is a C,- 
homotopy equivalence if for each C,, E C, the homomorphism 
[S’ A X, Ylc, 2 [S” A S”‘a A X, S”‘a A Ylc, 
is an isomorphism for all e < 4(n), with 4(n) + cc as n + co. But this follows from the 
equivariant Freudenthal suspension theorem by counting dimensions and connectivities as 
in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Let C,, Cb be the cyclic subgroups of % of orders a and b with b 1 a. 
There is a C,JC6 z Cajb-equivariant map 
4” z 4a”,b : THc&URCJC” + T&$IRC,,,). 
Moreover, the map 4’ induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups at least up to n2Ao/b_3. 
Proof: The space THc-JAIRC,)Cb is the geometric realization of the simplicial space 
[q] H ho,;$m Map((P A ... A S”q) “a, Sawca A (F(nJ A ... A F(n,)) A”)Cb. 
Restriction of the Cb-equivariant maps in the above homotopy colimit to their C,-fixed 
points defines a map to the simplicial space 
[q] H ho;cohm Map((S”O A . . . A S”P) A(aib), fj”“c*~~ A (J’(Q) A . A F(n,)) A(a/b)), 
which is identified with the simplicial space THc-+(ARCalb).. Here we identify C,/Cb with 
and use the fact that (RC,)ch E R(C,&) g [WC,,,, and, more generally, that 
&G g X ‘wb) The above restriction map respects degeneracy and face maps, and thus it . 
defines a map 4” as claimed. 
To prove the statement about the connectivity of @, let n = Cs=, ni, and set 
X = SAwca A (F(no)A ... AF(n,))“” and W = (SnoA ... AfP)“‘. 
Let now conn( Y) denote the connectivity of the space Y, and recall from hypothesis 2.1 that 
conn(F,) B n - 1. It follows that corm(X) k Aa + na - 1. 
The homotopy fiber of the map 4f,b is homotopy equivalent o a simplicial space whose 
space in degree q is the space hocolim Map@, X)cb, where 2 = W/W Cb is a Cb-cw complex 
Zc” = *. The j-th homotopy group nj = njMap(Z, X)‘I g [GA Z; Xlc, will be zero, if 
dim(Sj A Z)‘, + 1 < conn(Xc) for all C, c Cb. But, 
dim(Sj A Z)‘, + 1 = j + dim(Zc) + 1 = 
for r < b 
for r=b 
while conn(Xc) = la/r + na/r - 1, since 
Xc, E S”RCe/, A (F(no) A ... A F(Q) A(air). 
So, ~j = 0 ifj + na/r + 1 < La/r + na/r - 1 with r < b and 1 < As/b + n - 1. It follows 
that ~j = 0 if j < 21aJb - 2 and j < la/b + n - 2. The last inequality is satisfied when n is 
sufficiently large. Since the homotopy colimit and “good” realization preserve connectivity, 
the lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let now Cb C C, E C, c 8, and identify Cljb 2 C,/Cb E C,/Cb E C,,b. 
Then the map 
(4: b)‘If” :( THc-JARC,)Cb)C~~a + THc~s(~[WC,,,)C”h 
induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups nnj for all j < 21all - 3. 
Proof From the commutative diagram 
\ l+%,,,* 
T&e,, WG/I) 
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and the previous lemma we see that (&Jclih induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups xj 
if j 6 min {2&/l - 3,2kz/l- 3). So the lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. For each b 1 a, the C,,,-equivariant maps 4& define an equivalence of 
C+spectra 4 = @a,b : @THc,,(F) + THcO,h(F). 
Proof: It is clear that the maps 4” are compatible with the structure maps &, and 
therefore define a map of spectra 4:QChTHc0(F) -+ THcofb(F). To show that 4” is an 
equivalence of C,,b-spectra we have to 
homomorphisms 
7tF’,D(@C,,THca(F)) z lim 
? 
show that for each integer 1 with b 111 a, the 
+(THc,,,(F)) = 5 [P”‘a,” A S’, THcJIRC,,,)]c,Ib 
1 
induced by the maps 4” are isomorphisms for each e E kJ, and similarly for e < 0. It follows 
from Lemmas 4.6 and 4.3 that 4: is an isomorphism if for each integer r with b 1 r 11 the 
dimension 
is smaller than 2Aa/r - 3, that is, 4: is an isomorphism for 1 > G + 3. It follows that 
limA 4: is an isomorphism. The case e < 0 is similar. 
Applying Lemma 3.4 to the spectra THcO = TH,JF), one gets: 
LEMMA 4.8. Let a, b, 8 E Z, with a, b > 0, and a 1 b. Then 
(a) THZJC,, Ac,X; Y) E TH:*(X; Y) 
(b) TH,$(X; C,+ AC, Y) z TH;JX; Y) 
where X in (a) and Y in (b) need only be H-complexes. The same formulas imply the 
corresponding statements for the p-adically completed theories. 
5. SYSTEMS OF SPECTRA AND THE HOMOTOPY LIMIT PROBLEM 
In the next definition we isolate the properties of the spectra THca(F) that are needed in 
order to establish an inductive argument reducing the homotopy descent problem to the 
case of elementary abelian groups. 
Dejinitions 5.1. A p-system of spectra we will mean a set of equivariant spectra {KcPJ 
containing one C,.-spectrum Kc”_ for each n = 0, 1,2, . . . , and satisfying the following three 
conditions: (a) for each II > m > 0, K,--_ Jc,_ is p-adically equivalent as a C,.-spectrum to 
Kc-_, (b) the spectrum Oc~Kc,. is p-adically equivalent as a C,.-l-spectrum to Kc,._,, and 
(c) K, = Kc,” is a (non-equivariant) bounded below spectrum of finite type. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let {K+} be a p-system of equivariant spectra, and assume that the map 
yP: Kk -+ Kh:np induces isomorphisms on p-adically completed homotopy groups I?:( ‘) for all 
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* 2 v, and a monomorphism on 6:- 1. Then for each n > 2 the map 
yP”: Kt: + K2_6” 
also induces isomorphisms on p-adically completed homotopy groups sz( ’ ) for all * > v, and 
a monomorphism on St- 1. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let KT be a U-spectrum with the property that the C,-geometric jxed 
point spectrum @c~(KTJc,.) is p-adically equivalent as a C,.-I-spectrum to the spectrum 
K1l&-_,, and such that KrJe is a bounded below spectrum ofjinite type. Assume that the map 
yP : KF + Kicp induces isomorphisms on p-adically completed homotopy groups fi”,( .) for all 
* > v, and a monomorphism on St_ 1( .). Then the same is true for all yP” with n > 2. 
The corollary follows from the Theorem 5.2 by taking K, = K,&. From the results of 
Section 4 it follows that Theorem 5.2 applies for Kc. = THcO(F) provided that F is of finite 
type. One can alternatively apply Corollary 5.3 with Kr = TH,(F). Since TH,(F) is an 
R-C,-spectrum one has 
~cS,(T&(F)~~) z rt*(TI&(F; S”)ca) z z,(THH(F; S’)‘n) % nS,(THH(F)‘,) 
and for the same reason rr”,( THC,(F)hCO) g n”,( THH(F)hCa) for all * E Z. Therefore, Theorem 
2.4 follows from Theorem 5.2. The next lemma ensures that the cohomology theories 
defined by the spectra Kc,. behave well under completions. 
LEMMA 5.4. For each finite C&W complex X, and each ie Z, the groups K&(X), 
K&(X; EC,. +), and K&(X, EC,.) are finitely generated. 
Proof By induction over the skeleta of X, it is enough to show that the above groups 
are finitely generated when X = C,./C,m+ A Sk. By Lemma 3.4 and condition (b) of 
Definition 5.1 one gets 
K:&&,~+ A Sk; Y) z (Kc,.Jc,_)*(Sk; Y) z KzPLk(So; Y) g Kk,(Y) 
and so, by induction on n this time, one reduces to the case X = So. Now, filtering EC,. by 
its skeleta, one gets a spectral sequence abutting to the homology groups K?“(EC,“+) with 
E2-term Ei,, = H,(BC,.; 7tf(Kc,.J,)). Since the underlying non-equivariant spectrum Kc& 
is equivalent o K, which is assumed to be bounded below and of finite type, this is a first 
quadrant spectral sequence with E$ a finitely generated group for all s, t l N. It follows that 
the homology groups Kc,p”(EC,.+) are finitely generated. Now, the cofibration sequence 
EC,.+ + So + EC,. gives rise to a long exact sequence 
... -+ K’c,.(S’; EC,.+) + K&(S’; So) -+ K&(S’; E”C,.) + ... 
By Proposition 5.9 below and condition (b) of the definition of a system of spectra one gets 
isomorphisms 
K”c,.(S’; E”C,.) z (Oc~Kc,.)‘(So) z K&(S’) 
and, so, using induction on n (the induction starting with the groups K,*(S’) E nS*(K,) 
which are assumed to be finitely generated) it follows that the groups K$,.(S’) are finitely 
generated for all e and n. Q.E.D. 
One can rephrase Theorem 5.2 in terms of e-invariance: In order to show that 
the homomorphisms (y*,.), : fii(Kk:) --* ??z(Kz”) are isomorphisms for * > v, and 
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monomorphisms for * = v - 1, it is enough to show that the functors Rz,. are e-invariant 
for all * 6 - V, and e-injective for * = - v + 1. Let p = - v + 1. The next lemma provides 
an inductive method for establishing e-invariance of the theories K:,~ and I?,* P”. 
LEMMA 5.5. Assume that for all m < n the functors I?’ c,., (resp. Kcp..) are e-invariant for 
e d p - 1 and e-injectivefor C = p, and let Pn = PC,” denote the family of all proper subgroups 
of C,.. Then thefunctors ki,. (resp, K&J will also be e-invariantfor L d p - 1, and e-injective 
for e = p, if and only if I?&(,!?9?n) = 0 (resp. K&(&‘J = 0) for all e 6 p. 
Proof: We write the proof for the functors I?$ it is word for word the same for the 
non-completed functors. The cofiber Cf of an e-equivalence f: X --+ Y is an e-contractible 
space. From the long exact sequence 
. . +R’c,.(Cf) +R&P”(Y) -R&(X) 4q’(Cf) + ‘.. 
we see that I?& will be e-invariant for each e < p - 1, and e-injective for e = p, if and only 
if, for all e-contractible spaces Z, and all e d p, we have I?‘,-_(Z) = 0. 
So let Z be any e-contractible space. We have (,@$“p” = So, and i?J$ is C,.-contractible 
for m < n. The cofibration sequence 
z + z A EPn + z A (E)n/SO) = z A w (W = EY$P) 
induces a long exact sequence 
. . . -+ R&(Z A w ) -+ R’,JZ A E$) + R&(Z) + i?‘c: l (Z A w ) -+ ‘. . . 
We will have I?‘&(Z) = 0 for all / < p if: (a) I?&(Z A I%,,) = 0 for L d p, and (b) 
I?&(Z A W) = 0 for e d p + 1. 
(a) is true for any C,.-CW complex Z. When Z is finite, then one uses induction over the 
skeleta of Z: if Z = (C,./C,,)+ A Sk, then RcDw(Z A EPn) z Z%z,k(&n) by Lemma 3.4. But 
iz&k(&J g 0 for all m d n; the case m < n because then E”Y,, is C,.-contractible, and the 
case m = n by hypothesis. When Z is infinite, then 
where, by definition, Z, runs over the finite subcomplexes of Z. 
To prove (b) it is clearly enough to show that &&(Z A Wck’) g 0 for all L < p + 1 and 
all skeleta Wck’ of W. This is trivially true for k = 0 since W(O) = *, and it follows 
inductively for the higher skeleta Wck’ of W with k 3 1, since these skeleta are built from 
equivariant cells of the form (C,./C,,)+ A Sk with k > 1, m < n, and 
&(Z A (Cpn/Cpm)+ A Sk) E I?&(((Z) = 0 for all e d p + 1 
by the induction hypothesis ince L - k d p. This proves the “if” part of the theorem, and 
the “only if” is clear. 
LEMMA 5.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 the functors &gp are e-invariant for 
e < p - 1, and e-injective for / = p. 
Proof Notice that the space ,@I is C,-homotopy equivalent o EC,, and that for all 
e E 21, and all e-contractible spaces Z (like _&PI) one has I?& (Z) = I?‘,(Z) z 0. Therefore, the 
proof of the Lemma 5.5 implies that the statement of this lemma is equivalent to the 
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statement that K$$@& z t$$@i) g 0 for all e < p. But this last statement is equivalent 
to the statement hat the p-adically completed homotopy groups 
are zero for all 4 6 p, which is equivalent o our assumption that 
(y”,)f : $(I+) + ??;(I@) 
is an isomorphism when e > v = 1 - p, and a monomorphism when 4 = v - 1 = p. 
Q.E.D. 
Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 have reduced the proof of Theorem 5.2 to showing that the groups 
I?&(&‘J are trivial for all G < p. Now the C,.-cofibration EC,.+ + So + EC,., induces the 
“fundamental long exact sequence” of Carlsson’s [6] 
. -+ i?&(&; EC,..) + @J&J + I?&(&; E”C,.) + .‘. . 
The following theorem, then, implies Theorem 5.2. 
(5.7) 
THEOREM 5.8. For all 8~ Z and all n 2 2, (a) I?&(E:S,; EC,.+) = 0, and (b) if 
RS,._,(EPn _ 1) = 0, then I?$$~~),; EC,.) = 0. 
Part (b) of Theorem 5.8 follows the next proposition taking into account that there are 
isomorphisms (cDcpKc,.)*(&Y,, _ i) z &J._, (&Y,, _ J implied by condition (b) of Definition 5.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. For each C,.-spectrum &--_, each C,.-complex X, and each L’ E Z, there 
is an isomorphism 
jp : Kkp”(X; EC,.) + (cDCxc,.)~(Xc~) 
which is finctorial in X. In particular, when X = _i?pn, one gets isomorphisms 
ff: K&(E’,; EC,.) g (fDc~Kc,.)‘(E9~_ 1) for all 8 E Z. 
Proof: For finite X, the homomorphism /I’ is defined by the following diagram: 




(@c~Kc,,,)‘(Xcp) = 3 [S”+’ A Xcp A S’, Kc,.(ARC,.)Cp],~_., 
A 
where the isomorphism aA is a particular case of the more general isomorphism defined in 
the next lemma, which, in turn, is a particular case of [6, Proposition IV.51. 
LEMMA 5.9.1. The map a: [X, Y A E”C,.]cpa -P [Xc,, Yc~],--_, with a(f) =flX,, is an 
isomorphism for all C,.-CW complexes X and Y. Moreover o! is natural in both X and Y. 
Taking inverse limits over all finite G-subcomplexes of X, one gets functorial isomor- 
phisms 8” for infinite G-complexes X. For the second part of Proposition 5.9 notice that 
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when X = &?“, then the space Xc0 = (,!%Qcp is a model for 
because for each m d n one has 
the universal space _&,, _ 1, 
for m=n 
for m<n 
after making the identifications Cp.-l r Cpm/Cp s C,./C, g C,.-,. 
Remark 5.9.2. The p-adic completion p of fl’ is, of course, also an isomorphism. Thus, 
part (b) of Theorem 5.8 is valid even before completing. For part (a), however, we find it 
necessary to complete. This part (a) of Theorem 5.8 is a consequence of the following more 
general 
THEOREM 5.10. Let G be a Jinite p-group which is not elementary abelian, and let KG be 
a G-spectrum whose underlying non-equivariant spectrum K, = K& is bounded below and of 
jinite type. Then the groups K$(E”Po; EG,) are trivial for all * E Z. 
Theorem 5.10 is a generalization of [9, Theorem B, (i)]. 
6. INVERSE LIMITS OF SPECTRA AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5.10 
In this section we use freely the terminology and constructions of [16]. Given any 
compact Lie group G, we use SUc to denote the category of G-spectra indexed on the 
“universe” Uc. In this section a G-spectrum is a G-spectrum in the sense of [16]; that is 
KG is a G-spectrum means that the structure maps c~ : KG(W) + a”-wKo(V) are G-homeo- 
morphisms for each finite G-representations W g I/ c Uo. When the maps cr are not 
necessarily G-homeomorphisms, then KG is called a G-prespectrum (contrary to our 
previous terminology). To every G-prespectrum KG one can associate a G-spectrum R, and 
equivalences of G-prespectra 
In the above diagram of prespectra, rKo( V) is a G-CW approximation of Ko( V) for each I/, 
and y is a weak map of G-prespectra; K is the cylinder functor and L is a left adjoint to the 
forgetful functor from the category of G-prespectra to the category of G-spectra. These 
constructions are described in detail in [16, I, Section 81. Since we always assume that the 
spaces K,(V) have the homotopy type of G-CW complexes, the maps y, f and h induce 
isomorphisms of cohomology groups 
h*(f-‘)*(y- ‘)* : K;(X; Y) z K:(X; Y) 
for all G-CW complexes X and Y and all * E h. Moreover, by [ 16, I, 6.8 and 8.121, KrKc is 
a G-CW prespectrum and so R, has the homotopy type of a G-CW spectrum [16, Section I, 
Definition 5.21. One can, therefore, replace the G-prespectrum KG with a spectrum I?o of 
the homotopy type of a G-CW spectrum, and so Theorem 5.10 is a consequence of the 
following: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be a finite p-group which is not elementary abelian, and let KG be 
a G-spectrum in SUo. Assume that KG has the homotopy type of a G-CW spectrum, and that 
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its underlying non-equivariant spectrum K, = KGle is a bounded below spectrum ofjnite type. 
Then 
fi,*(&& EG,) = 0 for all * EZ. 
Remark 6.2. Let R, denote the p-completion of the (non-equivariant) spectrum K,. 
Since K, is a bounded below spectrum of finite type, the homotopy groups 
z”,(&) z Rz(K,) g &K,) 0 f, are finitelly generated &,-modules. The assumption in the 
theorem above, that K, is of finite type, can be replaced by the weaker statement hat the 
groups Bi(K,) are finitely generated &-modules. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let pG denote the complex reduced regular representation of G, 
that is, pG = @[Cl/C. N. Here C [G] denotes, as usual, the group ring of G, and @. N is the 
vector subspace of C [G] generated by the element N = CgeG g. The infinite-dimensional 
sphere SccpG = 1% SnpG is a model for &??G; the maps PC 4 SC”+ ‘jPG figuring in the above 
direct limit are the inclusions coming from smashing So 4 Spc with PG. To see that Smpc, is
a universal space for the family PG of all proper subgroups of G, notice that 
(Smf~u)G = lim (~PG)G = SO 
(Srn,O,)H = lin; S.(P,)H 
and that for each proper subgroup H of G we have 
= *, ‘since the map So 4 PC)’ . IS nullhomotopic when dim((pG)H) > 1. 
So the proofbf Theorem 6.1 is reduced to showing that the p-adically completed cohomol- 
ogy groups 
iz,*(smp”; EG,) g li@;(SnPG; EG,) z 0 for all *EZ. 
n 
The assumption that K, is a bounded below spectrum of finite type implies that the 
groups K,$(X; EG,) are finitely generated when X a finite G-CW complex. This can be 
shown by induction over the skeleta of X, using that 
Kz(S” A (G/H)+; EG+) 2 (KGJ,H)*-n(So; EG+) cz (KGJH)“-*(EH+). 
The groups (KGJH)n-*(EH+) are finitely generated since they can be approximated by 
means of a first quadrant spectral sequence with finitely generated &-term: Ez,, = H,(BH; 
$(K,)). It follows that the groups 
R,*(SnP,; EG,) g K;(SnpG; EG,) 0 f, 
are finitely generated &modules, and they are trivial for * < 2n. 
We now recall two constructions from [ 161: (a) For any finite-dimensional G-representa- 
tion V c UG, one can construct a G-spectrum S,” depending functorially on I/. Further- 
more, given any G-spectrum LG, there are equivalences of G-spectra R”LG 21 SF” A LG, 
which are functorial in both V and LG. We follow the notation in [16], and use g to denote 
isomorphism in the category of G-spectra SU G, and N to denote isomorphism in the 
“derived” homotopy category J&UC. An isomorphism in the homotopy category is also 
called an equivalence. (b) There is a twisted half-smash product functor EGF( .): 
YUG + 9%” provided with a natural equivalence u: EGv LG 5 EG+ Q z*LG for all 
G-spectra LGE YUG. Here z*: YuG + 9%” is the pullback functor induced by the inclu- 
sion of “universes” 1: R” 2 ( UG)‘q UC. 
LEMMA 6.3. For each spectrum LGEYUG, there is an equivalence of non-equivariant 
spectra u: EG F LG + (EG, A LG)’ which is functorial in LG, 
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Proof: v is the composite of the following equivalences and isomorphisms: 
EGvLGa EG, fi z*LG* [z*(EG+ A z*LG)]’ ‘, (EG, A ‘&*LG)’ 
The first map in the above diagram is the map u referred to above, the second one is 
Adams’s isomorphism [16, II, Theorem 7.11, and the third one the isomorphism of [16, I, 
Proposition 1.41. The counit E: z,z*LG + LG of the adjunction (r*, z*) is a non-equivariant 
equivalence, and therefore it induces an equivalence 
(EG, A &~*&-)Gz (EG. A LG)‘. Q.E.D. 
It follows that there are functorial isomorphisms 
K&Y6, EG,) g n?,Map(S”“G, EG, A KG)’ 
g &(EG+ A SGnpc A KG)’ 
z T?*(EG~(S&“~~ A K,)). 
The spectrum K, = EGv(SF”“” A KG) is a bounded below spectrum of finite type, 
because of our assumptions for KG. Let I?, denote the p-completion of the spectrum K,. We 
have rr”,(&) g i;z(K,) g Z?;*(SnpG; EG,). The inclusionsj,:S”“tiGS(“+‘)“G and the natural- 
ity of the twisted half smash product construction induce mapsf, : I?, + 1 + I?,. The follow- 
ing diagram commutes: 
&R,+i) 0: n”, K) 
” t t 2 
&*(S(n+i)P,; EG+)L &,*(S”“G; EG+) 
It follows from the above diagram that 
@RF *(SnpC;; EG,) z l&n:(&) for all *EZ 
n n 
and therefore to finish the proof of Theorem 6.1, it is enough to show that the inverse limit of 
the system {nS,(&), (f,),},,, is trivial for all * E Z. 
We now consider the inverse system of spectra 
. . . -+Kn+, -A R, -+ ‘.. A rz,. 
Since each R, is a p-complete, bounded below spectrum of finite type, the classical 
mod p Adams spectral sequence E,(&) converges strongly to rt”,(&). The E,-term 
of this sequence is 
E;‘*(&) = Ext,$“*(ff*(&; IF,); F,). 
The mapsf, induce maps of Adams spectral sequences, and so the above inverse system of 
spectra gives rise to an inverese system of Adams spectral sequences. We view this inverse 
system of spectral sequences as a spectral sequence of pro-groups, and denote it by 
E*,* = {E:‘*(~,)},,,; * the category of pro-abelian groups is an abelian category, and thus 
one can talk about spectral sequences in the category of pro-abelian groups. The E,-term of 
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this spectral sequence of pro-groups is the inverse system 
E,*,* = {Ext2P*(H*(& F,); Fp)}“EN 
with structure maps induced by fn*: H*(&; F,) + H*(&+ t; IF,). We will show that the 
spectral sequence E:** collapses at Es, namely that E,",' = 0, for all s, t E Z and 2 Q r < co. 
We will need some more facts about the twisted half-smash product functor; the proofs 
of these facts can be found in [17, 16, VI]. In the remainder of this section H*(X) will always 
denote the mod p cohomology of the (non-equivariant) spectrum or space X. The twisted 
half-smash product functor comes equipped with a “diagonal” map 
6: EG ys(F, A L,) -+ (EG y F,) A (EG y LG), 
which is functorial in FG and LG. When FG = SG, 6 defines a map 
EG v LG) 2 C”BG+ A (EGyLJ 
-I z T 
EGy(S,AL&+ (EGvSG)A(EGyLc). 
Since H*(C”BG+) = H*(BG), the homomorphism 
H*(EGy L,) A H*(BG) 0 H*(EGv L,) 
induced by 6 in mod p cohomology makes H*(EG F L,) into a graded left module over the 
graded ring H*(BG). Similarly, the map 
EGyLG ‘v EGy(LG A &)A (EGFLJ A X”BG, 
induces a right H*(BG)-module structure on H*(EG y L,). 
The commutativity of the next diagram is a special case of the associativity of 6 [16, VI, 
Section 31. 
EGy(&A&A&) L (EG y (f’, A S,)) A (EG v L,) 
n 
I 
n A Id 
I 
(EG y FG) A (EG v & A JW 2 (EGv F,) A (Y’BG,) A (EGF LG) 
In modp cohomology the above diagram translates to the following one: 
H*(EG ys(Fc A a&)) : H*(EGyF@H*(EGyLJ 
ii* T t 6*@id 
H*(EG@J @ H*(EG yL,)z H*(EG v F,) 0 H*(BG) 0 H*(EG y L,) 
where all the tensor products are over IF,. The commutativity of the last diagram implies 
that 6* factors as 
H*(EG g FG) @ H*(EG z LG) 6’ H*(EG 2 (FG A KG)) 
H*(EG g FG) @ H*(EG; LG) 
H’(BG) 
where Q is the canonical quotient homomorphism. 
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When FG = Siv for some finite G-representation V c U, then EG v FG = BGmV, the 
Thorn spectrum associated to the virtual representation - V (see [17]). By the above 
considerations, we have a homomorphism of graded left H*(BG) modules 
6;:H*(BG-V) 0 H*(EG@&H*(EGc’~:(S;~ A L,)). 
H*(BG) 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let V be a complex representation of a jinite p-group G and let LG be 
a G-spectrum of the homotopy type of a G-C W spectrum. Then 6: is an isomorphism of graded 
left H*(BG)-modules. 
Proof: Under our hypotheses about G and V the graded group H*(BG-“) is a free 
H*(BG)-module on one generator in dimension - dim,(V), the Euler class of the virtual 
bundle EG F( - V) + BG [M2, 61. When LG = (G/H)+ A S”, with nE Z one gets 




The preceding isomorphisms are consequences of more general theorems of [16, II, Section 
4, and VI, Section 11, and the same is true for the following: 
EGr$(G/H)+ A S”, A S,‘) E (G/H)+ A&GDcC”S;~) 
z Y((G/H)+ A,(EGrxS;“)) 
2 C”(EG+/) g Cn(EHc;fS;V) 
z C”BH-V. 
So, in this case, one has a homomorphism 
S;: H*(BG-V) Q H*-“(BH) + H*-“(BH-V) 
H*(BG) 
of graded right H*(BH)-modules both of which are free over H*(BH) on one generator in 
dimension n - dim,(V). Since SF preserves the generators it is an isomorphism. 
If EG + FG + LG is a cofibration sequence of G-spectra, then the induced sequence 
ECrxE, + EGwFG -+ EGwLG is also a cofibration sequence. For, EGr+Lc A I) E 
(EGIxL~) A I (where I = [0, l] with base point 0), and the half-smash product functor 
preserves colimits being a left adjoint. Taking orbits preserves cofibrations, and therefore 
is a cofibration sequence of non-equivariant spectra. Applying mod p-cohomology we 
get a long exact sequence of H*(BG) modules. Since tensoring with H*(BGmV) over 
H*(BG) preserves exactness, both domain and range of 8: give rise to long exact squences 
for every cofibration EG -+ FG + LG. If LG = VieI L(‘) G IS a wedge of G-spectra then 
EG F LG z V,,,(EG v L$), and 
EGF(S;~ A LG) z EGv V (Siv A L$) g V (EG~(s;~ A ~2))). 
isI isl 
Since mod p cohomology is a representable functor, and tensoring with a free module 
preserves exactness, both domain and range of SF, considered as functors of LG, satisfy the 
wedge axiom, that is, they convert arbitrary wedges to direct sums. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 6.5. For the pro-spectral sequence E,*,* we have that E;’ s 0, and therefore that 
Es,’ r 0 for all 2 < r 6 00. 
Proof: The following diagram commutes: 





ff*(&'-("f'h) @ H*(R,)6'.""' 
H*(R,+,) 
H*(BG) 
where l,* is multiplication on the left by the Euler class x(pc) E H*(BG) of pc. By [QV], x(pc) 
is a nilpotent element of H*(BG) since G is assumed to be non-elementary abelian. This 
clearly implies the lemma. 
For each r, nE N we have an Adams filtration F‘:,*(n) for the group z/s(&), namely, 
(F?‘+ * (n)) ... s Ff3f+2(n) c Ff,‘+‘(n) C_ Fy3’ = n~(l?,). 
with F;*‘+v(n)/F:+l*‘+v+ ‘(n) g E:‘+“(n) and ny F;,‘+” = 0. 
The maps fn : k,, + 1 + i?, induce maps of filtered groups F:,*(n + 1) + F,*‘*(n) in the 
abutments of the relevant Adams spectral sequences. These maps combine to give com- 
mutative diagrams (F*,‘+*(h)) (one for each e E N) 
. . - F;,“‘(O) - Fj3’+‘(0) - F,o,“(O) = n;(R,) 
1 1 1 cr,1)* 
. . . - F;*‘+2(1) - F;,‘+‘(l) - F;*‘(l) = x;(&) 
1 1 1 UZI. . . - F:VP+2(2) - F;,‘+‘(2) - F;*‘(2) = ~c;(I?~) 
1 1 1 ( fd* . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Let us denote by 8’: the pro-group constituting the v-th column of the above diagram, 
that is, F/” = {F;,‘+” (n)}nc,,.. The inclusions in the above diagram define pro-monomor- 
phisms I, : F,Y+ ’ CCF~ and for the pro-group cokernel of z, we have 
coker(l,) g {F~~~~‘(n)/F~~‘~‘~“~‘(n)},,, z {E>‘+Y(n)},,N g 0 
by Lemma 6.5. Hence each I, is pro-isomorphism and so F,” = limY F,” g FF. This last 
inverse limit F> is formed in the category of pro-groups, and so it is pro-isomorphic to the 
“two-dimensional” pro-group of the diagram (F:.*+*(h)). It follows that 
since for all [E Z, and nEZ one has @, F’*‘+“(k) = fly F “,‘+“(k) = 0. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 6.1. 
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